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Abstract
Integer-forcing (IF) precoding is an alternative to linear precoding for multi-user (MU) multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) channels. IF precoding can be viewed as a generalization of latticereduction-aided (LRA) precoding where symbol-level detection is replaced by codeword-level decoding,
allowing achievable rate expressions to be derived explicitly. A particular form of IF precoding that is
asymptotically optimal for high SNR is the regularized diagonally-scaled IF (RDIF) scheme, which is
specified by a diagonal scaling matrix D and an integer-valued effective channel matrix A. Optimal
values for these parameters have been found (analytically) only for the case of K = 2 users. In this paper,
a low-complexity method is proposed to find good parameters for the RDIF scheme for K > 2 users.
The proposed method computes matrix D by solving a relaxed optimization problem and then matrix
A by the application of the LLL algorithm—which, in this particular case, is shown to converge with
a fixed number of iterations, resulting in an overall complexity of O(K 3 ). Simulation results show that
the proposed method achieves a higher sum rate than choosing D = I (as in LRA precoding) and
significantly outperforms traditional linear precoding in all simulated scenarios.

Index Terms
Multi-user MIMO, downlink channel, linear precoding, integer-forcing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multi-user (MU) multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) has been a vital technology for
communication standards, such as IEEE 802.11 (WiFi), IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) and LTE/LTE-A
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[1]. One of the reasons is that it combines the high throughput of conventional MIMO systems
with the benefits of space-division multiple access [2]. In particular, in the downlink channel,
where a base station with N antennas transmits to K ≤ N single-antenna users, the sum capacity
grows linearly with K [3]–[6]. However, MU-MIMO may suffer from user interference, which
can limit system performance [7]. Precoding techniques are often used in order to mitigate this
user interference.
Linear methods are a low-complexity class of precoding techniques, where the signals are
pre-multiplied by a well-chosen matrix before being transmitted [8]. This matrix is called
precoding or beamforming matrix. Among traditional linear precoding methods, the two most
known techniques are zero-forcing (ZF) and regularized ZF (RZF) precoding [9]–[11]. Although
linear methods are, in general, simple to implement, their performance falls far below the sum
capacity. Moreover, in order to improve the sum rate, linear methods require K much smaller
than N [7]. On the other hand, non-linear techniques [11]–[13] can achieve higher sum rates in
exchange for potentially much higher computational cost.
Lattice-reduction-aided (LRA) precoding is a low-complexity non-linear technique that, differently from linear methods, can achieve full diversity supported by the channel [14], [15]. The
goal of LRA precoding is to choose a linear precoding matrix T based on a more suitable basis
for the channel matrix (according to some heuristic), which is obtained through lattice basis
reduction [16]. With this approach, the effective channel matrix, as seen by the users, becomes
a (unimodular) integer-valued matrix A. In order to cancel this integer interference, prior to the
application of the linear precoding matrix T, the modulation symbols are pre-multiplied by the
inverse of A, followed by a modulo operator to limit the transmit power. Since channel coding
can be applied on top of an LRA precoding scheme, the performance of the latter is typically
measured based on uncoded symbol error probability [17].
An alternative to LRA precoding is integer-forcing (IF) precoding [18]–[23], whose main
difference is that channel encoding is applied immediately before the multiplication by T. In
this case, in order for A and A−1 to properly cancel, so that each user receives the encoding
of its desired message, the channel code must be a (nested) lattice code. This requirement does
not restrict performance, since nested lattice codes are known to be capacity-achieving for the
Gaussian channel [24]. An advantage of this approach is that it allows achievable rate expressions
to be derived explicitly, rather than evaluated by numerical simulation as in LRA precoding. As
a consequence, we can objectively choose T (and A) that maximize the achievable sum rate.
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The IF framework first appeared in the MIMO uplink scenario [25]. In the downlink scenario,
an IF approach was first suggested in [18], [19], where T is chosen to enforce the effective
channel to be exactly an integer matrix. Later, [20]–[22] proposed a more general form of
downlink IF, using the uplink-downlink duality in the IF context. They proposed an iterative
optimization algorithm also based on the uplink-downlink duality. However, this algorithm does
not guarantee optimal parameters and requires a high computational cost, since a lattice reduction
is made in each iteration.
In [23], two methods for IF precoding are proposed: the diagonally-scaled exact IF (DIF),
which is shown to be an optimal IF structure in the high SNR regime; and its regularized
version (RDIF), which improves its performance for general SNR. The main idea of DIF (RDIF)
is to choose the precoding matrix T such that the effective channel matrix becomes exactly
(approximately) DA, where D is a diagonal matrix. For both methods, for high SNR, [23]
shows how to obtain optimal matrices A and D analytically in the special case of K = 2 users.
However, finding optimal A and D for K > 2 with low complexity is still an open problem.
It is also shown in [23] that, if D is known, finding an integer matrix A corresponds to solving
the shortest independent vector problem (SIVP) on a lattice, which can be (sub-optimally) done
using the well-known Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász (LLL) algorithm [26].
A. Contributions
In this work, we propose an algorithm to find a good choice of parameters A and D for RDIF
precoding for K > 2. Our approach consists of first establishing a structure to matrix A and
then solving a relaxed optimization problem to find the diagonal matrix D. Then, matrix A can
be found using the LLL algorithm which, in this particular case, is shown to converge with a
fixed number of iterations, resulting in an overall complexity of O(K 3 ). Numerical simulations
show that the proposed algorithm can achieve higher sum rates than both the naive choice D = I
and the use of linear precoding methods in all scenarios simulated. Moreover, for small values
of N , the proposed method achieves a performance close to the sum capacity.
B. Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system
model and we review some background needed to understand the IF precoding. Our proposed
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algorithm is described in Section III. Finally, simulation results are shown in Section IV. Some
conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Notation
For any x > 0, let log+ (x) = max(0, log(x)). Vectors are denoted by a bold lowercase letters
and are treated as row vectors unless otherwise mentioned. For any vector a, kak denotes the
Euclidean norm. Matrices are denoted by uppercase letters. For any matrix A, let AT , AH and
A−1 denote the transpose, conjugate transpose and the inverse of A, respectively. Also let Tr(A)
and det(A) be its trace and determinant, respectively. We denote the identity matrix by I, whose
dimension should be clear from the context. We say that A is an upper unitriangular matrix if
it is an upper triangular matrix with ones in the main diagonal.
Let Z be the set of integers, and let Z[j] = Z + Z be the ring of Gaussian integers. Also let
Zp be the integer ring modulus p and Zp [j] = Zp + Zp .
For any random variable x, let E[x] denotes its expected value. Whenever scalar functions are
applied to vectors and matrices, it should be understood that the functions are applied elementwise.
B. Lattices
A (complex) lattice Λ ⊆ Cn is a discrete Z[j]-submodule of Cn , in particular, any Gaussian
integer linear combination of lattice points lies in the lattice [27].
A lattice quantizer is an operation that maps every element x ∈ Cn into a lattice point. We
consider the nearest neighbor quantizer, defined as QΛ (x) = arg minλ∈Λ kx − λk. The Voronoi
region (around the origin) is defined as VΛ = {x ∈ Cn : QΛ (x) = 0}. The modulo-lattice
operator is defined as x mod Λ = x − QΛ (x) ∈ VΛ .
The second moment (per dimension) of a lattice is defined as PΛ , n1 E[kxk2 ] where x ∈ Cn
is a random vector uniformly distributed over VΛ .
A pair of lattices Λ and Λs are called nested if Λs ⊆ Λ. A nested lattice codebook is defined
as C , Λ mod Λs = Λ ∩ VΛs . In this case, the Voronoi region of Λs is called the shaping region
and Λs is referred as shaping lattice.
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C. Lattice Reduction
A lattice Λ can be defined by its generator matrix B ∈ Cn×n as Λ , { BuT

T

, u ∈ Z[j]n }

where the columns1 of B are linearly independent vectors over Cn . Note that the generator
matrix in not unique for a given lattice. More specifically, B and B0 = BA generate the same
lattice if and only if A is unimodular, i.e., A is an integer matrix with |det A| = 1.
An algorithm that, for a given B, finds a “good” basis B0 = BA is called a lattice reduction
algorithm [27]. Generally, the idea of a “good” basis refers to using vectors that are as short as
possible and nearly orthogonal. There are many lattice reductions techniques, each one having
different criteria [28]: (a) the Minkowski reduction (b) the Korkine-Zolotareff (KZ) reduction
and (c) the Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovsz (LLL) reduction [26] (see also [29] for an overview of the
LLL algorithm in the complex field). Minkowski and KZ reduction produce better results (i.e.,
shorter bases) [30], however they require a high computational cost, since they need to solve
the shortest vector problem (SVP), which is NP-Hard. Meanwhile, the LLL algorithm, which is
one of the most used, can find a suboptimal basis in polynomial time.
h
i
1) LLL Reduction: Let B = B(1) · · · B(K) be a basis of lattice Λ, where B(i) ∈ CK
h
i
0
0
0
is the ith column of B, i = 1, . . . , K. Let B = B (1) · · · B (K) be the Gram-Schmitd
orthogonalization of B, i.e.,
0

B (i) = B(i) −

i−1
X

µij B0 (j)

(1)

j=1

where
µij =

B(i)H B0 (j)
.
kB0 (j)k2

(2)

We say that B0 is a LLL-reduced basis if it satisfied both the size-reduction condition, i.e.,
|<{µij }| ≤

1
2

|={µij }| ≤

and

1
2

(3)

for 1 ≤ j < i ≤ K, where <{·} and ={·} represent the real and imaginary part, respectively,
and the Lovász condition, i.e.,
2

kB0 (i) + µi,i−1 B0 (i − 1)k ≥ δ kB0 (i − 1)k
for i = 2, . . . , K, where δ ∈

1
,1
4



(typically δ =

3
4

2

(4)

is chosen) [26], [29]. The LLL algorithm

consists in, for a given B, find a LLL-reduced basis B0 = BA. Starting with i = 2, it computes
1

Throughout this paper, we use column-notation for the lattice generator matrix in order to be consistent with the literature.
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(1) and verifies if (3) and (4) are satisfied. Whenever (3) is not satisfied then B(i) is updated
to B(i) − bµij eB(j), where b·e is the rounding to the nearest (Gaussian) integer operator, and
µij and B0 (i) are recomputed. Then, if (4) is not satisfied, B(i) and B(i − 1) are swapped and
the iteration index i is replaced by i − 1 (provided that is still greater than 2). The complete
procedure of (complex) LLL algorithm can be found in [29].
The complexity of LLL algorithm is hard to precisely estimate since it mostly depends on
the number of times that the Lovász condition is not satisfied [26], [30]. It is estimated that, on
average, the LLL algorithm requires O(K 2 log K) iterations [29]. Each iteration has a complexity
of O(K 2 ), which results in a total complexity of O(K 4 log K).
Note that, if B is an upper unitriangular matrix and B0 and µij are defined as (1) and (2),
respectively, then the Lovász condition (4) is automatically satisfied [31]. In this case, the LLL
algorithm has a fixed number K of iterations, and therefore, a total complexity of O(K 3 ).
D. System Model
Consider a downlink MIMO channel with an N -antenna transmitter and K ≤ N single-antenna
users. Let wi ∈ Wi be the message destined to the ith user, i = 1, . . . , K, Let x0j ∈ Cn be the
h
iT
0T
vector sent by the jth transmitter’s antenna, j = 1, . . . , N , and let X0 = x0T
· · · xN . For
1
h
iT
T
i = 1, . . . , K, let yi ∈ Cn be the signal received by the ith user and let Y = y1T · · · yK
∈
CK×n . Then, we can express as
Y = HX0 + Z
h

(5)

iT

∈ CK×N , hi ∈ Cn is the channel coefficients to the ith user and
where H = hT
· · · hT
1
K
h
iT
∈ CK×n is Gaussian noise, such that zi ∼ CN (0, I).
Z = zT
· · · zT
1
K
The transmitted signals must satisfy an average total power constraint, namely
1
E[Tr(X0 X0H )] ≤ SNR
n

(6)

where SNR > 0.
The ith user will try to infer a message ŵi ∈ Wi from yi . An error occurs if ŵi 6= wi for
any i. The sum rate is given by Rsum = R1 + · · · + RK , where Ri =

1
n

log2 |Wi |. A sum rate R

is said to be achievable if, for any  > 0 and a sufficiently large n, there exists a coding scheme
with sum rate at least R and error probability less than .
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The sum capacity of the channel is the supremum of all achievable sum rates and is given by
[4]–[6]
Csum =

log2 det I + SNRHH QH

sup



(7)

Q:Tr(Q)≤1

where Q ∈ RK×K is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative entries.
E. Linear Precoding
In linear precoding, the messages, w1 , . . . , wK are encoded and then modulated in vectors
iT
h
T
∈
x1 , . . . , xK , respectively, where xi ∈ Cn and E[kxi k2 ] ≤ nSNR. Let X = xT
·
·
·
x
1
K
CK×n . After the encoding/modulation, matrix X is pre-multiplied by a precoding matrix T ∈
CN ×K , generating the transmitted signals X0 = TX. Note that, due to (6), we have that
Tr(TH T) ≤ 1

(8)

which is a constraint to the precoding matrix.
The two best known linear precoding are the zero-forcing (ZF) precoding [9], [10], with
√
T = HH (HHH )−1 diag( p), where p ∈ RK is the power allocation vector (which can be
obtained using the water-filling algorithm), and the regularized-ZF (RZF) precoding [9], [11],
√
with T = HH (K/SNRI + HHH )−1 diag( p). Note that, as SNR → ∞, RZF reduced to ZF.
F. Integer-Forcing (IF) Precoding
Let Λ ⊆ Cn be a lattice and Λs = pΛ be the shapping lattice, where p ∈ Z is a prime
satisfying p mod 4 ≡ 3 so that Zp [j] is a finite field [32]. We assume that the second moment
(per dimension) of Λs is PΛs = SNR. Let C = Λ ∩ VΛs be a nested lattice codebook, which is
used by the transmitter.
The transmitter selects a message wi ∈ Wi to be sent to the ith user, where Wi ⊆ W is
the message space of the ith user and W = Zp [j]n is the ambient space. Let ϕ : Λ → W be
a Z[j]-linear mapping with kernel Λs and let ϕ̃ : W → C be a bijective encoding function,
such that ϕ(ϕ̃(w)) = w for all w ∈ W. Finally, we define the lattice code Ci ⊆ C such that
Ci = ϕ(Wi ), which is used as a decoder for the ith user.
h
iT
T
T
Let A = a1 · · · aK
∈ Z[j]K×K be a matrix such that det(A) 6= 0 mod p, i.e., A
is invertible modulo p, and let A0 ∈ Z[j]K×K be a matrix such that AA0 = I mod p. Let
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h
W = w1T · · ·

T
wK

iT

∈ W K be a matrix whose ith row is given by wi ∈ Wi . The transmitter

0
computes the precoded messages w10 , . . . , wK
∈ W as

W0 = A0 W mod p
h

where W0 = w10T · · ·

0T
wK

iT

(9)

is a matrix whose ith row is wi0 .

Then, for each wi0 , the lattice-code C is applied generating the codeword c0i = ϕ̃(wi0 ) ∈ Ci .
h
iT
h
iT
K×n
0T
T
T
Let C0 = c0T
∈
C
and
let
S
=
∈ CK×n , where si ∈ Cn is
·
·
·
c
s
·
·
·
c
1
1
K
K
the dither vector, which is chosen by a uniform distribution over VΛs [27]. The transmitter shifts
the codewords C0 by S and the reduces it modulus Λs , generating
X = C0 + S mod Λs .

(10)

The dither vector together with the modulo-lattice operator ensure that E[kxi k2 ] ≤ nSNR.
Finally, similar to the linear schemes, a precoding matrix T ∈ CN ×K is applied, generating
the transmitted signals X0 .
At the ith receiver, a scalar αi ∈ C is applied and the dither is subtracted to generate the
signal [23]
yeff,i = αi yi − ai S mod Λs
= ci + zeff,i mod Λs

(11)
(12)

where ci = ai C0 mod Λs ∈ Ci and
zeff,i = (αi hi T − ai ) X + αi zi

(13)

is the effective noise.
As shown in [23], if the receiver can correctly infer ci , then it can recover its desired signal
by applying the mapping ϕ, i.e.,
ϕ(ci ) = ai ϕ(C0 ) = ai W0 = ai A0 W = wi

(14)

since ϕ is Z[j]-linear.
For p and n sufficiently large, there is an IF precoding scheme with achievable sum rate [22],
[23]
RIF (H, A, T) =

K
X
i=1

Rcomp (h0i , ai )

(15)
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where h0i , hi T and
Rcomp (h0i , ai ) = log+
2

1
kai

k2

−

!

1
|a h0H |2
kh0i k2 +SNR−1 i i

.

(16)

is the individual rate for each user (also called computational rate in the compute-and-forward
framework).
Even though, for practical implementations, it is necessary that A be invertible modulo p,
for achievable rates, A only needs to be full rank (equivalently, invertible over Cn ) since p
can be arbitrarily large. Therefore, the IF precoding tries to find a matrix A ∈ Z[j]K×K with
rank(A) = K and a matrix T ∈ CN ×K with Tr(TH T) = 1 that maximizes (15).
Note that, if A = I, then finding an optimal T corresponds to solving the optimal linear
√
beamforming problem [9]. Moreover, if we choose A = I and T = HH (HHH )−1 diag( p),
where p ∈ RK is the power allocation vector, we have traditional ZF precoding, while choosing
√
A = I and T = HH (KSNR−1 I + HHH )−1 diag( p) we recover RZF precoding. As we can
see, IF precoding is a generalization of linear precoding [23], [25].
As the authors of [23] showed, if we let the choice of T be more flexible, the problem can be
more structured and potentially easier to solve. They also showed two approaches to choosing
T for IF precoding, called DIF and RDIF, which will be more detailed in the next section.
1) DIF Scheme: The first approach proposed in [23] chooses a precoding matrix T such that
the channel matrix HT seen by the users is an integer matrix, up to scaling for each user. More
precisely, for a any full rank integer matrix A, the precoding matrix T is given
T = cHH (HHH )−1 DA

(17)

where D ∈ CK×K is a diagonal matrix with nonzero entries such that |det D| = 1 and c > 0 is
chosen to satisfy (8).
This method is called diagonally-scaled exact integer-forcing (DIF) precoding. It is clear that
√
DIF is a generalization of ZF schemes, which corresponds to A = I and cD = diag( p). The
DIF precoding is optimal in the high SNR regime [23], where it can achieve a sum rate given
by
HI
RDIF
(H, A, D) , K log2

SNR

Tr AH DH (HHH )−1 DA

!

which is also shown to be a lower bound on the achievable rate for any SNR.

(18)
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2) RDIF Scheme: The second approach proposed in [23], which is called regularized DIF
(RDIF), attempts to improve the performance of DIF for finite SNR by regularizing the matrix
inversion in (17). Specifically, (17) is modified as

−1
K
H
H
DA.
T = cH
I + HH
SNR

(19)

Just as DIF generalizes ZF, RDIF is a generalization of RZF scheme, which is obtained by
√
making A = I and cD = diag( p). In particular, RDIF reduces to DIF when SNR → ∞.
G. Problem Statement
In general, finding A and diagonal D that maximize the sum rate for RDIF is a hard problem,
due not only to the integer constraints on A but also to the complicated objective function (15).
The latter difficulty is overcome in [23] by solving a simpler optimization problem, which can
be interpreted as the minimization of a regularized version of the denominator in (18), namely,
minimize Tr(AH DH MDA)
A,D

s.t.

(20)

|det D| = 1
rank(A) = K

where A ∈ Z[j]K×K , D ∈ CK×K is diagonal, and

−1
K
H
I + HH
M=
.
SNR

(21)

While generally a suboptimal heuristic, solving the above problem indeed maximizes the sum
rate for the special case of asymptotically high SNR (where RDIF reduces to DIF).
The above problem was solved analytically in [23] for the special case K = 2. For K > 2,
the problem is still open.
Note that, if D is fixed, then finding A that minimizes (20) corresponds to the shortest
independent vector problem (SIVP) [23]. Let BH B = DH MD (i.e, B is any square root of
DH MD). As shown by [23, Section IV-C], we want to find K shortest linearly independent
vectors of the lattice with generator matrix B (written in column notation). Those vectors will
correspond to the columns of A. The SIVP can be sub-optimally solved using lattice basis
reduction algorithms, for example the LLL algorithm [26], [29].
Note that, if we do not diagonally scale the integer combinations, i.e., D = I, then RDIF
combined with lattice reduction becomes the regularized version of the method proposed by
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[18] (see also [23, Section III-A]). This special case is also equivalent to a channel-coded
generalization of LRA precoding, as further elaborated in the Appendix.
III. P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
In this chapter we propose a method to find an approximate solution (A, D) to problem (20)
for any K. Two key ingredients of our approach are a convenient choice for the structure of A
and a relaxation of the problem eliminating the integer constraints. This relaxed optimization
problem can be analytically solved with complexity O(K 3 ). Moreover, with this approach, we
show that the LLL algorithm can be used with a fixed number of iterations, making its complexity
be O(K 3 ). The summary of the algorithm is described in Section III-E.
A. Structure of A
Consider the objective function in (20) and note that
f (A, D) , Tr(AH DH MDA)
=

K
X
i=1

2

2

Mii kai k |di | +
{z
}
|
≥0

K X
K
X

∗
2Mji ai aH
j di dj

(22)

i=1 j=i+1

where ai is the i-th row of A, di is the i-th element in the main diagonal of D and Mij is the
element of row i and column j of M.
The first summation in (22) contains only nonnegative values, while the second summation
can have positive or negative values. In the best scenario, where all those values are negative,
we want to choose A such that the Euclidean norms of each row (kai k) are minimized and the
absolute values of the inner product between rows (|ai aH
j |) are maximized.
If we focus exclusively on minimizing kai k, i = 1, . . . , K, then it is easy to see that the
optimal choice is A = I. However, we wish some degree of freedom to be able to maximize
the absolute values of the inner products. To satisfy these conflicting requirements, we propose
that A be upper unitriangular, i.e.

1 a12 · · ·

0 1 · · ·

A = . .
..
 .. ..
.

0 0 ···

a1K




a2K 

.. 
. 

1

(23)
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up to permutation of rows. An advantage of this structure is that the restriction of full rank A
is automatically satisfied.
For K = 2, the proposed structure is similar to the optimal one found in [23]. However, for
K > 2, differently from the case K = 2, a row permutation of A may change the achievable
rate, thus multiple permutations must be considered.
We first consider the identity permutation on the rows of A, which gives A exactly of the
form (23). The generalization for other permutations is discussed in III-D.
B. Relaxed Problem
Even with the proposed structure for A, we still have an integer optimization problem, which
is generally hard to solve. In order to circumvent this difficulty, we consider in this section a
relaxation of the problem where the indeterminate entries of A can be any complex number.
Theorem 1. Under the constraint that A ∈ CK×K be upper unitriangular, problem (20) has a
solution given by
1

1

Ã = D−1 U−1 D = Λ 2 U−1 Λ− 2
1

1

D̃ = (det Λ) 2K Λ− 2

(24)
(25)

where U ∈ CK×K is upper unitriangular and Λ ∈ RK×K is diagonal such that M = UH ΛU.
The solution for A as a function of D is unique and the optimal solution for D (with the
corresponding optimal A) is unique up to a phase shift for each of the diagonal entries. The
optimal value of the problem is K(det M)1/K .
Proof: We solve this problem by first finding Ã as a function of D and then finding D̃.
Let ∇ A f be a matrix whose (i, j)th element is the partial derivative of (20) with respect to
∇A f )ij = (2DH MDA)ij if i < j. The critical points
aij if i < j and zero otherwise. Note that (∇
of f with respect to A are those which satisfy, for all j and all i < j,
∇A f )ij = (2DH MDA)ij .
0 = (∇

(26)
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Multiplying by (d∗i )−1 and d−1
in both sides, this is equivalent to requiring that, for all j and
j
all i < j,
0 = (d∗i )−1 (DH MDA)ij d−1
j
= (MDAD−1 )ij
= (MA0 )ij

(27)

where A0 = DAD−1 ∈ CK×K is also upper unitriangular. Note that (27) implies that a critical
point is any matrix A = D−1 A0 D such that MA0 = L is a lower triangular matrix. Thus,
any solution, if it exists, can be found by computing an LU decomposition of M = LA0−1 .
Moreover, since we require that the diagonal of A0 consists of ones, such a decomposition is
unique whenever it exists.
Since M is a symmetric positive definite matrix, such an LU decomposition always exists.
Specifically, it admits an LDL decomposition M = UH ΛU, where U is a upper unitriangular
matrix and Λ is a diagonal matrix with real and positive diagonal entries. Thus, A0 = U−1 is
the unique solution to (27), which gives
Ã = D−1 U−1 D.

(28)

Now, substituting Ã in (20), we have that
f (Ã, D) = Tr(DH ΛD) =

K
X

|di |2 λi

(29)

i=1

where λi > 0 and di are the ith diagonal element of Λ and D, respectively. Due to the inequality
of arithmetic and geometric means, we have that
K
1 X
1
f (Ã, D) =
|di |2 λi ≥
K
K i=1

K
Y

! K1
|di |2 λi

(30)

i=1

with equality if and only if |d1 |2 λ1 = · · · = |dK |2 λK .
Applying the constraint | det D| = 1, we have
! K1
! K1
K
K
Y
Y
1
|di |2 λi
=
λi
= (det Λ) K .
i=1

(31)

i=1

Thus, the bound in (30) is achievable by setting each term |di |2 λi equal to the right hand side
of (31), i.e.,
1

DH D = (det Λ) K Λ−1 .

(32)
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By choosing D to be real and positive , one solution is given by
1

1

D̃ = (det Λ) 2K Λ− 2

(33)

which applied in (28) gives (24).
1

1

Finally, since det Λ = (det M), we have f (Ã, D̃) = K (det Λ) K = K (det M) K , completing
the proof.
Remark 1. If we let SNR → ∞ and replace the optimal value of the relaxed problem in (18),
we obtain an upper bound on the rate achievable by DIF in this regime. This bound happens to
coincide with the high SNR expression for the sum capacity,


SNR
HI
Csum = K log2
+ log2 (det HHH ).
K

(34)

Of course, this bound is rarely achievable, since A is constrained to be an integer matrix. More
precisely, the bound is achievable if and only if each row of H is a multiple of an integer vector.
C. Optimization of A
We now show how to find an approximate solution (A, D) to problem (20) satisfying A ∈
Z[j]K×K , starting from a solution (Ã, D̃) to the relaxed problem. First take D = D̃, and note
that
1

1

1

1

1

f (A, D) = (det Λ) K Tr(AH Λ− 2 MΛ− 2 A)

(35)
1

= (det Λ) K Tr(AH Λ− 2 UH ΛUΛ− 2 A)
1

= (det Λ)− K Tr(AH Ã−H Ã−1 A)
= (det Λ)

1
−K

K
X

kBA(i)k2

(36)
(37)
(38)

i=1
1

1

where B , Ã−1 = Λ 2 UΛ− 2 and A(i) is the ith column of A.
Note that, finding a Gaussian integer matrix A that minimizes (38) is the same problem
described in Section II-G (see also [23]) with D fixed. That means that the LLL algorithm can
be used to find K shortest linearly independent vectors from the lattice generated by the columns
of B.
Moreover, since, in this case, B is an upper unitriangular matrix, the LLL algorithm has a
fixed number K of iterations as mentioned in Section II-C1.
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D. Permutations
Let Ā be a Gaussian integer matrix with a structure given by (23) and suppose we want to
solve (20) under the constraint that A = PĀ where P is a permutation matrix.
First, note that
Tr(AH DH MDA) = Tr(ĀH PT DH MDPĀ)
= Tr(ĀH D̄H PT MPD̄Ā)
where D̄ = PT DP. Thus, we can use the solution of Theorem 1 with M replaced by PT MP
or, equivalently, M−1 replaced by PT M−1 P to obtain
D = PD̃PT

(39)

A = PĀ

(40)

where Ā is the output of LLL algorithm.
E. Summary of the Algorithm
The steps described above allow us to find a good choice of A and D (and thus T) for any
given permutation P specifying the structure of A. In general, to improve performance, one
may wish to try multiple permutations. We propose to use a fixed number Np of permutations.
Those permutations can be chosen randomly or based on heuristics. A summary of the proposed
algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. Note that, while our approach is based on the simplified metric
(20), when comparing multiple solutions we can actually compute the exact metric, which is the
corresponding achievable rate (15). We have found that this results in a slight but non-negligible
improvement in performance for finite SNR.
1) Complexity Analysis: The complexity of the algorithm is dominated by a few steps, namely,
lines 4, 7, 9 and 12, all of which can be done with complexity O(K 3 ). The remaining lines involve
only (upper) triangular and diagonal matrices, which require O(K 2 ) and O(K) operations,
respectively.
Note that, since lines 2 to 16 need to be computed for any choice of permutation, the total
complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(Np K 3 ).
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Algorithm 1 Proposed RDIF Design
Require: H and Np
1:

Compute M = K/SNRI + HHH

2:

for i = 1, . . . , Np do

−1

3:

Generate a permutation matrix P

4:

Compute the LDL decomposition PT MP = UH ΛU

5:

Compute D̃ = (det Λ) 2K Λ− 2

6:

Compute B = Λ 2 UΛ− 2

7:

Use the LLL algorithm using B as input to find Ā

8:

Set D = PD̃PT and A = PĀ

9:

Compute T0 , HH MDA

10:

−2
Compute c = Tr(TH
0 T0 )

11:

Compute T = cT0

12:

Compute R = RIF (H, A, T) as (15)

13:

if R > Rbest then

1

1

1

1

1

14:
15:

A∗ = A and T∗ = T
end if

16:

end for

17:

return A = A∗ and T = T∗

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section we show the average sum-rate performance of the proposed method. In our
simulations, the sum rates were obtained through 10000 channel realizations. In each realization,
the channel coefficients were randomly obtained considering a circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance. In each simulation we compare our
proposed RDIF design to the traditional linear precoding methods, namely, ZF and RZF. We
also compare to the RDIF approach mentioned in Section II-G, where we fix D = I and apply
the LLL algorithm to find A. This method will be denoted by “D = I”.
For our proposed method, we compare two heuristics. Specifically, we compare the heuristic
where Np = 1 or 2 random permutations are chosen, which is denoted by “Random-Np ”,
with a heuristic inspired by [33], where the permutation sorts the diagonal elements of M in
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Fig. 1: Average sum rate for N = 16 transmit antennas. For each value of SNR, the number of users K ≤ N was
chosen to maximize the sum rate. On the box, a close up on SNR range of 24 to 26 dB.

descending order, which is denoted by “M ↓”. Finally, we combine this approach with simply
choosing P = I (taking the best of both), which is denoted by “M ↓, P = I”. Note that taking
P = I is statistically equivalent to using a single random permutation.
In Fig. 1 we show the performance for N = 16 transmit antennas. For each value of SNR, we
choose, through exhaustive search, the value of K ≤ N that achieves the highest sum rate. As
expected, the IF precoding outperforms linear techniques for all values of SNR. Moreover, as
seen in the close up, the proposed method outperforms the traditional RDIF approach (D = I)
by more than 1 dB for a sum rate of 96 bits/channel use. Also note that, increasing the number
of permutations can slightly increase the performance of the proposed method.
To illustrate how the choice of K is performed, we show in Fig. 2 the sum rate for N = 16
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Fig. 2: Average sum rate for N = 16 transmit antennas and SNR = 20 dB.

transmit antennas and SNR = 20 dB, varying the number of users K. Note that the optimal
value may change depending on the method used. For example, the optimal point for the ZF
method is K = 12 users, while for RZF is K = 13 users. Also note that, for this specific choice
of SNR, the performance of the proposed method increases with K, making its optimal value
K = N . However, it is important to emphasize that the optimal K may change for other values
of SNR (even if N is fixed).
Finally, in Fig. 3 we show the average sum rate for a fixed SNR = 20 dB while varying the
number of transmit antennas N (and choosing the optimal K for each N ). Note that, although the
gap to capacity increases with K, the difference between our proposed approach and traditional
linear methods also increases. Moreover, for small values of N , the performance of the proposed
method is close to the sum capacity.
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an algorithm to find the parameters of the RDIF scheme for K > 2.
This new algorithm involves specifying a convenient structure for A and solving a relaxed
optimization problem to find D. With this specific choice, we show that the traditional LLL
algorithm can be used with a fixed number of iterations, making its complexity O(K 3 ).
With the same asymptotic complexity, the RDIF method can achieve much higher rates than
traditional linear precoding methods. Moreover, the proposed method outperforms RDIF method
with D = I (equivalent to LRA precoding) in all scenarios simulated. For small values of N ,
the RDIF method achieves a performance close to the sum capacity.
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A PPENDIX
R ELATIONSHIP WITH L ATTICE -R EDUCTION -A IDED P RECODING
When D = I, the RDIF scheme becomes equivalent to the LRA precoding proposed in [16],
except for the fact that LRA precoding assumes symbol-level detection, while IF precoding
employs codeword-level decoding, as discussed in Section II-F (see also [22], [23]). More
precisely, the precoding matrix in LRA precoding has the same form as T in (19) (with
D = I), while the integer matrix A is obtained in both schemes by solving the same lattice
reduction problem. In order to make this relationship clear, consider the factorization of the
inverse augmented channel matrix2 [16, eq. (3)]
HH HHH

−1

= T A−1

(41)

i
h
q
K
and T ∈ C(N +K)×K is a reduced basis.3 According to [16], the
where H , H
I
SNR
precoding matrix for LRA (up to scaling) is obtained from the first N rows of
−1
A
T = HH HHH


−1

HH
K
H
 HH +
= q
A
I
K
SNR
I
SNR

(42)
(43)

which is precisely a scaled version of T in (19). Moreover, the integer matrix A found in (41)
is the same solution obtained for RDIF by applying lattice reduction on the columns of a matrix
B such that BH B = M, as discussed in Section II-G. This is because (HHH )−1 = M, thus
one possible square root of M is precisely the left-hand side of (41), i.e., B = HH (HHH )−1 .
This implies that RDIF can be seen as a generalization of LRA precoding, where we replace
the left-hand side of (41) by HH (HHH )−1 D, where D is a diagonal matrix, before performing
the factorization. To the best of our knowledge, this generalization has not been previously
proposed.
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